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CROSS_NATIONAL COMPARISON OF THE ASSOCIATIONS BETWEEN
POSTPONEMENT STRATEGIES AND NL{NUFACTURING PERFORMANCE I\I

SUPPLY CHAINS

Artur swierczekl

Ab§lıact Postpanenent is oııe o;f the most popular strategic cancepts widely applied iıı supply
chaiııs opercıliııg in differenl counlries worldwide. Allhaugh diJfereııt approaclıes are employec{. wı-ıile
studying a poslpoı\ement col?cept, tlıere is a geııeral coı\SensuS thdt it deııotes delayiııg maııufacturiııg
and loğsllcs acliyitie,ı unlil cusloıner's order h.Is beeıı receiyed.
MaııY years of research aııd practice iıı lhe field did ııot elimiııale several conceplual and pracii:al
gaps iül the poStpaneııent concept. The paper inyeStigateS ıhe relqtionships bebl,een different
poslpanemenl sirategies aııd maııldacturing performance iıı supply chains fı"om \he perspective of
crossııaıioııql context. Iü1 order ıo qchieye lhe aim of the paper q necessary metlıocıologl cııd
slqlisiical aııalyses have been employed, The research has beeıı cqrried out in manufacturüılg
colıpanies operqting in Europeaıı, Asiaıı, Africaıı Qnd American supply chains. The conclusicııs
obtained fiom lhe completed empirical study |lere based oıı the conlp.üraliye analysis of selecıec1
marıufacluring peıfurmaııce indices identifiedfor dilferent posıponemenı sırategies in supply chqins,

Kqnıords 
-ııaııufacturing, 

poslponemeııl, supply chaiııs

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important links of supply chains are manufacturers who developed many supply
chaiı'ı stratcgies to addı,ess tlre problems of product pIoliferation and üneeting exact customers' neecLs.
Among many other strategies aiming at peIfect customer service and balanced asset utilization,
postponement lras been identified as important chaıacteristics of modern and competitive supply
chains. ]mplementation of postponement may Iequire quite significant reconfiguration of the supply
chain and all coııpanies being its links have to participate in that effort [34].

Although the concept of postponement has lecently been a subject of intense studies, it still fact:s
many challenges and requires further empiıical validation. one of the areas which determines tlıe
Progress in a research is the assessment olpostponement as a vaiuable tool enlıancing the perfoın,ıancıe
of suPPly chain. In the opinion of van Hoek many newel vaıiations of postponement need furthi:r
developnent and explanation prior to being validated in tefms of perlonnance issues [35]. It may te
concluded, there is a dearth of research conceming an ııpact of postponeınent strategies on supply
chain performance.

The aim of the study is to investigate the relationships between postponement strategies aı]d
n'ıanufacturing perforııance of supply chains operating in different countries. ln order to accomplish
the goal, a papeI was Stfuctured into several sections.

Following the issues concerning the application of postponement strategies in supply chains, the
theoretical foundation of measuring oi manufacturing performance has been discussed. Then, a
methodological fıamework has been developed. Next, the empirical findings obtained froıı-ı th.:
statistical analyses have been presented and discussed in a relation to the leseafch questions. Finally,
the conclusions ffom the results of research have been drawn and the implications for the funher
empirical studies are indicated.

lAıtur Sıl'ierczek, Univeİsity ofEconomics, Faculty ofManagemen! Department ofB!ısiness Logistics, Kato\\ice. Po]and.
ae.kato\\,icc.pl
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THE POSTPONEMENT STRATEGY IN A SUPPLY CHAIN

The concept of postponement has a long history not only in academic literature [2], Il0] but also

in practical application e.g. t8], ii2]. over the years reseaıchers changed theil views concerning

postponement understood once mainly as a strategy that changes the differentiation of goods

according to üeir form, identity aıd inventory location to as late as possible. NowadayS postponement

is considered as an olganizational concept whereby some of the activities in the supply chain are not

performed until customer orders aıe received [35]. Dwing that evolution of the concept authois were

proposing different types of postponement relating it to the degree of delay when üe final product

reaches its shape, form or place [41]. one can easily notice the overwhelming diversity of
postponement practices and undellying complexity of the issues connected to it, both on a company

aıd supply chain level.

The extent of application of üe postponement strategy may decrease or increase gradually in the

supply chains being determined by an applopfiate 1ocation of material decoupling point. ln the oPinion
of Hoekstra and Romme "the decoupling point is the point that indicates how deeply the customer

older penetfates into the goods flow"[1 8]. The material decoupling point is a buffer between upstfeam

and downstream partneıs in the supply chain. This enables them to be pıotected from fluctuating

consumer buying behavior and therefore establishing smoother upstleam dynamics, while downstream

consumer demarıd is still met via a pıoduct pull from üe buffer stock[25]. On the left side of material

deAoupling point the activitieS are forecast driven, initiated by a push stratery, according to plans and

folecasts. on the right side of material decoupling point the activities are order-driven which means

they are originated by a pu]] Strategy, according to customers' market demand.

The extent of postponement in a supply chain caı be indicated by the location of material

decoupling points which are reflected in the most popular classification of manufactuİing types,

namely: make_to_stock (MTS), assembly-to_order (ATo), make-to-order (MTo) and engineer-to-order
(ETo).

In make-to-stock manufacturing products are standaldized but not necessariiy allocated to specific
locations; the demarıd is anticipated to be stable or readily forecasted at an aggregate level. ln
assemb]e-to-order system products can be customized within a raıge of possibilities, usually based

upon a standard platform. Make-to-order is characterized by raw materials and components which are

common but can be configured into a wide variety of pıoducts. In the last manufacturing System

engineer_to-oıdel products ale specialiy designed from engineering specifications. While the products

might use some standard components, at least some ofthe components or arrangements of componenls

have been specifically designed by the customer or the customer working with the producer [7], [15],
rr?)
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Decoupling points

FIGURE,. 1

Potential locations ofmaterial decoupling points in a supply chain
Adapted froın: [18].

Adapting a view of Yang and Burns [42] those four stages can determine the extent of application
of postponement strategies in a supply chain: make-to-stock MTs is typical lor pure speculation
strategy, assembly-to-order ATo refers to assembly postponement, nake-to-order MTo is linked to
manufactufing postponement and engineer-to-order ETo corresponds to full postponement. Thııse
points develop a continuuıı indicating different extent of application of the postponement Stlategies in
suPPly chains - Fig.l. Therefore, the locatioıı of n,ıaterial decupling point is often perceived aı; a
primary tool to indicate aı extent ofthe application ofpostponement strategies in the supply chains.

PERFORMANCE MEASURES OF MANUFACTURING PROCESS

A large number of different types of performance measufes have been used to characterjze
sYstems, particularly production, distribution, and inventory systems. Such a large number of available
Performance measures n'ıakes their selection difficult, Generally, performance measurement research
focuses on analyzing performance measuıement systems that are already in use, categorizi.-ıg
performance [teasutes and then studying the measures within a category [6]. The measurement is
recognized to be a vital issue for identisıing the problems, improving and increasing productivity. lao
achieve this, it is necessary to establish appropriate metlics for measurement purposes.

One of the most important measufes is ınanufacturing perfoımance. Hayes and Wheelwright [ 17]
claim that marıuf actuı,iırg is consideıed to be aır impoı,tant c]emeüIt of fiı,m's eıırieavoı to improve
company performance. Measuring manufacturing practices has been based on the assumption that
given performance level is a result of certain management processes and it is al outgoing point f]I
funher analysis of competitive factors contfibuting or limiting constant improvements in that fiell.
Defining proper measures is a key step in the whole process, especially because these measufes mzJ
vary depending on the conditions and cifcumstances in a particular country or eyen industry sectoı.

Very often the measurement ofthe manufacturing process may be more accufate by measuring tt e
result of the activity, i.e. business performaıce. There are several different opinions on what exaü]t
aspects ofpurchasing performance should and could be measured [21].

Many researches have studied and identified valiation in manuiacturing processes that reduce
Product quality and increase the overall costs of opeIation. Subsequentiy, several indices weıe
presented to assess thg efficiency of manufacturing pıocess. Maull [26] argues that the value of the
pfoducts/itemS affects the volume by value ofthe items being phased-out, and, thus, the potential scrap
costs. The average sclap rate in phase-in/out is a very good measure of maıufactuIing process
efficiency. The scrap rates belong to a group of indices which assesses the intenal failure costs of
n,]anufactuIing. It reflects tlıe failures in achieving the specified quality [5]. General manufacturin;g
scraP embraces the following n]anufactuıing process characteristics: materials supply scrap level,
manufactufing scıap level and final product scrap level. They are used to assess the performanc,:
manufacturing efficiency. Materials supply scrap level describes the pelcentage of a ııaterials suppIv
batch that is scrapped, manufacturing scrap level concems the percentage of a manufacturing baİch
that is scrapped [39] and final product scrap level indicates the pefcentage of a final distıibutioı!
ploduct that iS Sclapped.

Tlre other performance dimension often linked to the manulacturing efficiency is productivity I l 1 i

which is seen as one of the nıost vital factors atl-ecting a manufacturing company's competitivenes:,
[31]. productivity is the latio of actual output to input over a period of time. Inputs might include
transforn'ıing and transformed lesoulces, such as staff and equipment, outputs ale goods and services
L29J, |32].

In its Simplest fonı, labor productivity could be defined as the hours of work divided by the units
of work accomplished [33]. Another productivity diınension which have been studied for several
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decades is the productivity of manufacturing facilities. ]t is a metric used for measuring and arıalyzing

the productivity of individual production equipment in a factory. Equipment productivity metric assess

an intemal efficiency and it is a measure of the value added in a manufacturing process by an

equipment [20].
Beamon [6] enumerates different measures, namely: flexibility, resource and output. Flexibility is

a firm'S ability to respond changes in producls, delivery times, volume and mix. Therefore, it may

include new product flexibility, delivery fleibility, volume flexibility. Resource measuİes are

concemed with the efficiency in using the resources in manufactrıring process. It includes costs of
using several tesoulces, inventory levels in a supply chain, and return on investments. output
n1"uİu."s include customer satisfaction in terms of on-time deliveries, order fill rate, Iesponse time,

sales quantities, aıd profit [16].
Another important group inciudes time-based performance measures. Generally they reflect the

companies' ability to reduce ]ead times relative to manufacturing a product [19].
Many empirical analyses have been conducted on marıufacturing practices in specific industries

and countries worldwide. Several studies was conducted on differences between manufacturing

planning and contlol characterizing practices within various industries including machinery sector and

iextile industry. This stream of studies contains the analysis of the companies within specific

countıies, often comparing practices between industries or between firms of different sizes. For

example Sohal and Samson analyzed the manufactuling practices in Australia [30], Rho and Whybark
conducted analysis on manufactuıing practices in Korean companies [28], Kovacevic, Lopez and

Whybark examined manufacturing in Chilean companies from textile industry and machine tool sectol

[23j, eventually, Flores, Burgos, Macias compared manufacturing practices in Mexican textile and

machine tool industry [14],
other studies focused on differences in manufacturing practices between count eS. For example

Wacker compared a productivity in industrial machine sector for Japan and US [37]. In his subsequent

paper, Wacker conducted analysis on the factols affecting manufacturing pıofitability in North
America and Russia [38]. Joint cıoss-industrial and cross-national perspectives have been documented

by whybark and Boone who studied a lelationship between productivity and manufacturing practices

in various industries and different regions [40]. In other studies Zhong and Hong focused on changes

in manufacturing practices in Chinese machine tools industry [44].
The enumerated papers leport theıe aıe manufacturing practice differences between the industries

arıd even greater ones between countries. Therefore, it seems to be interesting to compare different

types of postponement strategies and their significant associations with the gloups of manufactuing
performance measures in supply chains opeıating in the examined countries.

METHODOLOGY

Sample characteristics and data collection

The sample was compiled from surveys of manufacturing firms and consisted originally of 861

maıufactuıers. As a result of initial data analysis, screening and elimination of observations with
missing values 305 companies remained as a subject offurther analysis. The respondents were mainly
small ancl medium-sized compaıies. Those groups embraced mainly manufactureıs from USA (28 %),

Füi (l9%), China and Shanghai (19%), Poland (12%), Hungary (1l%) and others.
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Sanıple breakdown by country of origin
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Saınple breakdown by industry type

The majority of the surveyed companies operate in electronic and othef electrical equipment
industry (38%), followed by industrial and commercial machinery equipment (l9%), fabricated nıetai
pIoducts (13%), food industry (l2%), chemicals (7%), priınary metal pfoducts and stone, clay, glass,
concfete products - each industry constitutes 5% of the Sanple, The Sa]nple breakdowns were
graphically illustrated in Figures 2 aıd 3.

The main resealch instrument used for this study was a questionnaire developed by the Global
Manufacturing Research Group consisting of several sections examining manufactufing plactices.
There is no single meta-theory for guiding a development of GMRG survey. Instead, many aspects ()f
general manufactuIing plactices were a subject of investigation. Data collected within a fourth releaile
ofa survey has been gathered between 2006 and 2008 by researchers from several countfies in EulopJ,
North America, Asia, and Africa. The s].ırvey was a landom sample of firms in a given geoglaphicıl
ffea [36]. For the purpose of the resealch presented in this paper only a portion of selected vaıiabltıs
has been used. Originally 31 (27 independent and 4 dependent) variables wele a subject of initial
analysis.

Research questions and methods

The aim of the study is to explore the relationships between postponement strategies anj
manufactuing performance of supply chains in different industlies. In order to reaiize an empiric:,l
aim ofthe study, two leseafch questions wele laiSed, namely:
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R8]
chainS?

,whal are the signifcant indices of manufacturing performance in inyestigqted supply

RQ2: which
implementing lhe
countries worldwtde?

In order to answeı the lesearch questions a two-step statistical analysis was emPlo}ed. The first

Step was the ıeduction of the 27 independent variables thıough Explolatory Factor Analysis EFA.
Those variables reflected multidimensional indices of manufacturing performance. In order to perform

the factor analysis a Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with Vafima_x Rotation were employed.

The analysis was conducted on standardized variables.

TABLE. 1

Structure of Indices obtained through the Factor Analysis

In the result of EFA an anti-image correlation matrix has been obtained. Its inspection has led to

üe elimination of 4 variables whose a measuıe of individual saırıpling adequacy is below a nominal

cut off point of 0.5. Additionaly, in the result of factor analysis 7 variables were excluded as they

indicated factor loadings below a nominal cut-off point of 0.65. Finally, the factor analysis which was

carried out on 15 items, Ievealed the following stİucfure of five constructs explaining 63.7 pelcent of
the total variance (Table 1):

Factor 1: Cost and flexibili§ (direct manufacturing costs, total product costs, flexibility to

change output volume, flexibility to change product mix),

Factor 2: Product'S characteristics (product features, product performance, perceived oveıall
product quality),

Factor 3: Manufacturing productivity (laboı pfoductivity, equipment productivity),

Factor 4: Intema| failures of manufacturing plocess (fej ects of incoming material, rej ects during

processing - Scrap rate, rejects at final inspection),

aspects of manufacluring performance should

PoSlponemeü,ıt Slraıegies in supply chains

@International Logistics and Supply Chain Congress 2010
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variables

GroupS al peiormance indices

cost &
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Praduct'S
characteistics

Manufacturing
productiviU

Fajlures of
mfg process

Manufacturing time
rıarmance

Direct manufacturing costs
Tota] product costs
FleXibilifl to change output valume
Flexibility to change product mix

0,835
0,836
0,582
0,681

0 866
0,890
0,796

0,871
0,868

0,569

0,850

o 824
0,599

-0,513
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Perceived averall product quality

lndex of manufacturing caŞt
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Share of rejects at fina] inspection

lndeX of mfg throughput time
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Factor 5: Manufacturing tiıne perfoırııance (manufacturil,lg tlroughput time, Set-up time in the
production elapsed time, processing tinre in the production eIapsed time).

TIıe number of 5 factors was determined according to the analysis of the percentage of valiance
explained and the Kaiser criterion [1]. KMO coeificient score indicating a suitability ofthe sample for
factor analysis in a space of l5 variables is 0.715 which in the opinion of Kaiser, is a middling result
[9], but suficient tbr largeı, samples, sucl,ı as 305 companies. Banlett's test of splıericity demonstrzıted
sufficiently high value fol the extracted factors at p <= 0.000 (Approx. chi-square 1638.9, df= 1j]0).
This result proves that the difference between corlelation matrix ofthe components and identity n,ıatrix
is significant.

In the second stage of the analysis multiple regression analysis was developed. It enabled to m rke
inter-national comparisons of the contribution to variance. Four items were selected as dependent
variables based on their relevance as indicators ol the extent of postponenent in a supply chain. They
defined a percent of manufactuing orders falling into four categoıies: engineer-to-order (;ull
postponement), make-to-order (manufacturing postponeınent), assembly-to-order (assemıly
postponement) and make-to-stock (full speculation).

Multiple regression models were developed for each of the five factors with the four depend,:nt
variables. The primaıy reason for using ınultiple regression was to genelate values of adjustetl R2
(with the values above .05) for comparisoıı of the stlength of relationship arrd the stfength of
contiibution of variance. Adjusted R2 is particularly useful in comparing acroİs regressio, .q*ti.n,
involving different sample sizes. Only variables with obsenıed p-vaiues of less than 0.05 were kept in
developed models.

Although, initially eleven countıies were a subject of the analysis, six of them repIesented very
low share ofthe sample (uıder 10 pefcent). ThefefoIe they were excluded from the further analysis.
The companies from Fiji indicated no significant associations among postponement strategies a]ld
manufacturing performance factors. Therefore, finally only four out of eleven represented couıtries
were employed for the further analysis.

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS

Table 2 contains the results of the regression analysis ibr five groups of marıufacturirıg
performance indices with tJ-ıe four dependent variables. The inspection of the table allows to notiı;e
significant relationships between the dependent variables reflecting the types of postponeme]]t
strategies and the independent gloups ofindices.

There are a nuııber of significant associations between postponement Stfategies and differe;ıt
manufactufing performance measures. It is wortlr noting that each postponement strategy for all
considered countıies indicate only one significant relationship rvith a specific group of manufacturing
Performance indices. This may suggest that the appIication of postponement stlategies raises the levt:l
ofperfoımance mainly in one selected group ofmanufactuıing indices.

TABLE. 2

Comparison ofregression nıodels for postponenent strategies in considered corıntries

Type ofpostponement
strat€gy country Effi ciency of performance std. Coef. p-vaIue' R-squar€

01,7

.050

l l0
I'u11 postponement

China & Shanghai Mfğ productiviğ -.250

USA Mfg time perfoımancc _,250 002
PoIand Failuıes of ınfg process 28,7 030
Hungar}, cost & flexjhiliru 049 .040

Malrui'acturing
postponement Po]and pıoduct's ğharacteıislics 027 080

182lrull specuJation LIungary Cosü & flexibility 426 001
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p-value < .U5
" R sq. significant at .05

The largest number of significant associations may be found between a full postponement strategy

and di lferent performance indices.
The lırst İelation concelns the companies from USA and includes the association between a full

postponement Stratery and manufacturing time performance. This may prove that in the United States

İ fuİl postponement strategy has to deal with the compression of logistics time flow of products from

its project though disffibution. This may also Suggest that the Americaıı consumers waıt to purchase

fuliy customized products but, at the same time, they also do not like an idea to wait too long for

indİvidualized pı;ducts offered by supply chains. This is consistent with the ıesearch conducted by

Yang et al. [43j who claim that typically the implementation of postponement might lead to incıeasing

cycli time. ]n order to leach a consistency bet,ween full postponement and time compression Some

clmpanies decide to apply just-in-time or quick response stlategies and use tools enabling to reduce

lead time [4], [35].
Next iignificant associations may be found in compaıies from china/shanghai, poland and

Hungary. The Chinese and Shanghai fiIms repofi a significant negative association between a full
postponement and manufacturing productivity. The obtained results Suggest that a greater extent of
postponement strategy may lead to a decrease of overall productivity. Although, the customers have to

İp.nd .or" money for an individualized offering, still it seems not to compensate the companies for

the investments necessary for manufacturing and delivering customized products (e,g. a long letum on

investments, necessity to employ additional product managers, subcontractoıs, service providers etc.).

one of the main reason explaining a decline of manufacturing productivity when applying a pure

postponement in Chinese aıd Shanghai firms, is still a high level of expenditures, large capital

engaged, and sometimes üe overinvestment of many companies from that region.
- İhe oüer manufacturing performance measure indicating the failures in achieving an internal

eflıciency are sclap rates. The results suggest that a full postponement is significantly associated with

an intemal failure of manufacturing plocess in companies from Poland.
The results Suggest that this factoI plays specifically important role for a larger extent of

application of postponement. The observed tendencies may indicate that the internal failures in

mİnufacturing are particularly important when the activities are customized and initiated bY a real

customer demand. In a full postponement stategy üe whole flow of ptoducts is pull-driven from the

supplies of raw materials, through processing and distribution of final products. This may partially

expiain the importance of failures of manufacturing process in a fu]l postponement stlategy as each

supply of raw material, pıocessing aıd sale of product is based on real market data aıd has to be

chiiked thoroughly at all stages of the product flow. The Smaller extent of application of
postponement Stratery may not have a significant impact on failuıes of manufacturing plocess as the

prod'ucts are produiid and deliveled on maSS Scale and it may be assumed that the potential

irregularities of that performance factol aİe rather common and do not cause overwhelming

disruptions in operations.
fventually, a full postponement stratery is related with cost and flexibility dimensions in

Hungary. The obtained results seem to be rather logical aS the greatel extent of postponement triggers

the higher level of costs and raises flexibiliŞ. ]t should be noted that the flexibility of changing output

volume and product mix contribute to the higher 1evel of product's customiztion. The obseıvations

made by Ahlstrom and Westbrook [3] suggest that the negatives associatied with product

customization have most to do with increased cost. one reason why this occufs may be that üe
production system incus a ptemium cost for the increased flexibility because the manufacturing has

not evolved İnto a full customization, but continues also to ptoduce batches of standald products. This

also confirms the previus research showing that in many regions postponement is considered to be a

supply chain slratery for mass customization |13J, |22], |24].
in interesting fesult may be observed in Hungarian companies which, similarly to a full

postponement, also indicate a significant positive association between a full speculation stratery and

iosVflexibility. Such an identical result obtained from the arıalysis seems to be rather logical as the
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cost and flexibility construct is not very homogenous both in terms ofits natu_re as well as strength and
intensitY of influence. The results suggest that the lower extent of postponement stratery leads ı.o a
decrease in cost and flexibility in the saıne group of Hungarian companies. The study indicates that
when applying a postponement stfategy, cost and flexibiliğ measure is particularly important ınd
should be thoroughly consided by the firms operating in Hungary.

The obtained results show a significant positive association between a maıufacturing
postponement strategy and another peıfonıance measure - product's clıaracteristics. The quality
attlibutes of products seem to be particularly important in polish companies. It may suggeit ıhat
particulady in that group of companies manufacturing postponeınent affects the produı:t's
chaıacteristics as the manufactuİing techrüolo§, determines the quality of products. The manufacturing
performance in terms of qualitative charactelistics of ploducts is depended on the technolory of
manufacturing process. presumably that is the major reason why manufactuıing postponement ]ras
relationships with the product's clüaracteriStics.

]t should be noted that an asseınbly postponement strategy indicated no significant associati()ns
with any manufactufing performance tneasules in the examined countries. The other postponem,:nt
strategies showed significant relationships but their number is still limited to oniy selected indices.
One of the leason may be a diverse level of economic development among examined countries. The
most obvious differences may be observed considering the associations between a full postponemt:nt
strategy and manufacturing performance measules.

Those relationships can be subdivided into two groups, namely the associations between fıll
poStponement Stratery and extelnal manufacturing performance measures, and the links between a f.ıll
postponement and internal measures. The external manufacturing indices are mole malket ofiented
and refer to the custon]ers' pı,eferences while the interna] mcasures are more focused on situation irı a
company and search for an excellence of operations performed inside a company. The first gro.ıp
concerns American companies, which report an association between a fuil postponement stIates/ a]]d
manufactuing time performance. This performance measure is significant as the companies from LlS
operate in economic envifonment being on a high stage of development. It paftially may explain t]re
iınponance ofthat group of indices for a full postponement Stlategy. on the other hand, the firms from
china,ıshanghai, Hungary and poland report significant associations between a puıe postponement
strategy and manufacturing indices concerning the efficiency of operations performed inside the
companies. The importance of that groups of indices probably stems fiom the lower leve] ıf
development of that countries, less matufe market economy and a gıeatel necessity of companies .:o

calculate the internal efficiency of performed operations. The oüeı in,ıportant issue is also a Jomina;-ıt
position of companies in a saııple representing electronic and other electrical equipment industry. ThiS
may disturb objectivity ofthe final results obtained from the analysis.

The PurPose of the paper was to jnvestigate relationslrips between postponeııent strategies and
manufacturing performance in supply chains opefating in several countries worldwide.

Answering the research question no. 1 (what are the significaıt indices of manufacturing
peıformance in investigated supply chains?) the study indicated five groups of idicators measuring
diffirent dimensions of manufactufing performance in supply chains. The measures concem basic
diınensions ofmanufacturing practices in investigated supply chains, namely cost, flexibility, products
chalacteristics, manufacfuring productivity, internal failures of manufacturing process, manufacturing
time pefformance.

Answering the research question no. 2 (Which aspects of manufactuling peıformance should b:
considered while implementing the postponement strategies in supply chains operating in differeıt
countries woıldwide?) the study shows that thele are several significant associations between different
types of postponement stfategies and manufacturing performance measules in supply chains operatin1l
in several countries worlwide, Thus, the study confirmed the observed associations ale countn/
specific. The supply chains in ıhc examined counıries 1China & Shanghai. USA, Po]and. Uungao'ı
rePort different relationships between postponement strategies and ııanufacturing perforııance. lt iı;
definitely conditioned upon a number of lactors connected to the technological issues, complexity o;:
manufacturing process, types of products and general conditions of their stoıage, transport anc
packing, consumer deınand, adopted organization od supply chain etc. As the results indicated,
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differences may be noticed among countlies representing a diverse 1evel of economic development arıd

environmental conditions of operating for manufacturing companies in supply chains.

It may be concluded that in the result of conducted analysis no surprises were uncovered-

However, kowledge of the few significant associations between postpönement strategies aİd
manufacturing performance measures might be of importaıce to some companies operating in a

specific region and challenged by the application of specific type of postponement strategy in near

futule.
The general compalison of countries in terms of the relationships between postponement aıd

manufacturing performance in supply chains shows that the examined types of postponement

strategies indicİte the associations with the measures of manufacturing performance to a different

extenİ. The study revelas that there are different levels of application of postponement strategies in

supply chains operating in examined countries (some Strates/ may even not exist). on the other hand,

some types of postponement are not linked with manufacturing performaıce which may suggest they

do not cont bute to an overall effciency of supply chains.
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